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Expressions are derived for the spectra and polarization of p, mesons created in Kp,3 decays 
for fixed pion energies and arbitrary complex interaction functions. It is shown that, accurate 
to within an unimportant phase shift, it is possible to determine all interaction functions from 
measurements of the spectra and three polarizations, with the exception of the second vector 
function. The latter cannot be separated in the above experiments from the first-vector and 
scalar interaction functions. The presence of tensor interaction can be ascertained from 
measurements of the spectrum and polarizations of p, mesons at an energy close to maximum. 

ExPRESSIONS for the spectrum of p, mesons, perimentally. If the interaction is assumed to be 
as well as for their polarization, were obtained by local, the most general expression for the transi-
various authors .1- 11 However, no calculations were tion matrix element is of the form 
made for the case of arbitrary complex constants,* 
nor were they analyzed from the point of view of 
the possibility of determining all the constants ex-

*In fact, the interaction constants may depend on the pion 
energy, and shall henceforth be referred to as "functions." 

<~~-< {<gs + iy6g~) + (gv + iy6g~)y, +1/ 2M-1 (gr + iy5g~) 
X (Y4Prr- PrrY•)} ~v) (2M'1•£~)1 • (1) 

Here M is the mass of the K meson, and P1r 
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and E7r are the 4-momentum and energy of the 
pion respectively. 

Only one vector variant is taken into account 
in the matrix element, because the second vector 
variant can be reduced to the first vector and 
scalar variants, as was noted by Pais and Trei
man. 11 It must be indicated that this reduction is 
possible only if the electromagnetic interaction is 
neglected. The expression for the spectrum is 
written in the following manner: 

oW1 (E",EIL) = (321r3M 3fld£1C1E!L {A 0 + A1E!L + A2E~). 
(2) 

Here Ai, like Bi> Ci, and Di below, are func
tions of the pion energy and of the interaction func
tion. The expressions for Ai, Bi, Ci and Di are 
given in the Appendix. · 

For the degree of longitudinal polarization, mul
tiplied by the probability of decay with given meson 
energies (or, in other words, for the differences 
of the spectra of Ji. -mesons polarized with and 
against the momentum at fixed pion energy ) , we 
obtain the following expression 

(3) 

= (321r3M 3fldE"dEIJ. {B0 + B1E!L + B2E~ + BaE~}. 
In the case of transverse polarization in the 

plane of the decay (along the direction of J 2, 

which makes a sharp angle with the pion momen
tum and a right angle with the muon momentum ) 
the analogous expression is 

oW a (Err,EfL) 

=-I p" II sin 6 I (327r3M 3 fldE"dEIL {C0 + C1EIL + C2£~}. 

Here 8 is the angle between the pion and muon 
momenta. 

For the difference in the spectra of muons po
larized in the direction J 3 = ( P1r x pJi. )/ I ( P1r x PJi.) I , 
perpendicular to the plane of decay (which is for
bidden by the law of conservation of combined par
ity), we obtain, for a fixed pion energy, the follow
ing expression 

oW4 (E",EIL) = PILPtt I sin 61 {Do+ DlE!L) dErrdE!J. (327r3M3fl 
(4) 

The expressions for oW 2 and oW 3 contain six 
combinations of interaction functions. These ex
pressions are polynomials of third and second de
gree respectively. It is possible therefore to set 
up seven equations from the experimental data. 
An investigation of the determinant of the system 
has shown that at least six of the seven equations 
are linearly independent. 

From the spectral data it is possible to obtain 

three more equations and the polarization perpen
dicular to the plane of the decay yield two more. 
A total of eleven equations can thus be obtained. 
Hen~e. with accuracy to a non-essential phase 
shift, it is possible to obtain all the interaction 
functions. Naturally, the second vector variant 
cannot differ in this case from S or V 1• How
ever, with this reservation, a complete experiment 
is possible. 

It is of interest, however, to obtain certain in
formation on the interaction functions from data 
on only part of the experiments. Such information 
can be obtained from data on the spectra of the 
longitudinally-polarized muons at fixed energy 
E1T. If we regroup the terms in expression (3), 
the result is 

8W2 (E,,EI).) = dErrdE!L (327r3M3t 1 {br<I>r + bv<I>v + bvr<I>vr 

Here 
+ bsr <I>sr + bs<Ds+ bsv<l>sv }. (5) 

br =- 2Re (g~g~); bv =- 2Re (g'vg~); 

bs = - 2Re (g~g~); bvr = - 2Re(gvg;- ivg;.); 

bsr = -2Re(g8g; + g~g~ ); bsv =- 2Re (gsg'~- g~g~). 

The values of the functions <Pi are given in the 
Appendix. 

The diagram shows the region of variation of 
the pion and muon energies, allowed by the laws 
of momentum and energy conservation. This re
gion is plotted for K0 decays, i.e., the following 
mass values are assumed: MKO = 495 Mev, 
m1T± = 139.6 Mev, mJi. = 105.7 Mev, c2 = 1. 

The diagram shows, inside the allowed zone, 
the curves on which the functions <Pi vanish. The 
closer a point is to the curve, the less the proba
bility contribution due the term corresponding to 
the curve. These curves intersect at several 
points. If a probability other than zero is ob
served at such points, it means that there is at 
least one non-vanishing variant, whose line does 
not pass through the given point. Of particular in-

2 
[Jbl{l Mev 

2,4 

2.2 

1.8 

/.6 

1.4 

1.2 

J.O i3 (5 1.7 Ul Z.l Z,J z ~.'i 
lff,IO Mev 

Zero lines of pure 
and interference terms. 
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terest is point A, corresponding to maximum muon 
energy. It is not necessary to know the pion en
ergy to carry out measurements at this point, and 
the experiment can thus be facilitated somewhat. 
If it is found that the probability density for the 
emission of longitudinally polarized mesons dif
fers from zero near the point, this means that at 
least one of the S or T variants is present, 
provided the measurement is carried out in a re
gion on the order of 3 to 5 Mev from the limiting 
energy. The line of the zeros of the first vector 
variant will approach quite gently the boundary of 
the region in the boundary energy. If the above 
energy density is seen to be unequal to zero in a 
region on the order of 0.5 Mev, this means the 
existence of the tensor variant, for in this case 
the interference term ST would differ from zero. 
Naturally, if the 1r -meson energy is fixed, no 
such accuracy is necessary. 

It must be emphasized here again that in our nota
tion the second vector variant <lfJ.Lp7r( gJl- iy5gy ) lf!v > 
is reduced to the first vector and scalar varia~ts. 
Therefore the presence of a scalar variant can be 
interpreted also as the presence of the second 
vector variant. In connection with this, it is par
ticularly important to establish the presence of 

APPENDIX 

a tensor variant. 
The remaining points require simultaneous 

measurement of the pion energy. 
We call attention to the fact that oW 3 /I sin e I 

is a second-order polynomial in Em if, and only 
if, the interference term VT differs from zero, 
i.e., if the tensor and vector variants exist simul
taneously. If there is no such term, then oW3 / 

I sine I depends linearly on the muon energy or 
becomes constant. 

The expressions for the spectrum and for the 
longitudinal polarization of the pions were inte
grated by various authors ( the spectra by Furuchin 
et al.2 and Matinina,7•8 and the spectra and polari
zations by Okun' 1 ) under the assumption that the 
interaction functions are independent of the pion 
energy. From the expressions obtained by Okun' 
it is easily seen that if the interaction constants 
are considered independent of the pion energy, it 
is possible to determine experimentally, from 
measurements of the spectrum and of the longi
tudinal polarization, all twelve combinations of 
the interaction constant. 

I thank L. B. Okun' for suggesting the problem 
and for evaluation, and K. A. Ter Martirosian for 
discussions. 

We give below the values of the functions Ai, Bi, Ci, and Di: 

Ao = ar [(MEn- ~ ) (2M£,-~- £2 + m2)- m2 m2 + m2 £ 2 J M-2 + avr(D.2 -MEn- m2 + £2) mr.<M-1 
..::. • 1't 1t rt' !.1 fJ. 1t 1t 1t 

+ av (m~ +MEn-~) + asvmr.<(M -En)+ asr(ME,- ~)(En- M) M-1+ as(~ - MEr:-m~); 
A= ar2 (2M En-~) (M-En) M-2+ avr (£.,,- M) + av2 (M-En) + asr (2EnM- m~- JVJ2) M-1 + asv (- mi'-); 

A2 = ar2M-2 (m~- 2M En +2M2)- 2av. 

Here 

~ = M2 + m~ + m~; ar = I gr 12 +I g~ [2 ; av =I gv 12+ I g~ 12 ; as= I gs [2 +I g~ 12 ; avr = 2Re (gvg~- g~g; ); 

asr = 2Re (grg; + g~g;); asv = 2Re (gsg~- g~g;). 

B0 = b5m~ (M-En) + bsv ( ~ -ME,..- m~) mr.< + bsr [ m~( ~ - m;) +(En- M) Enm~ J M-1 + bvm~ (M -En) 

+ bvr M- 1mi'- (MEn- ~)(M-En)+ br (M-En)(£~- m~) m~M-2 ; 

B1 = bs (ME,- -t-) -f- bsv m1" (En- M) + bsr M-1 (m~ + ~·-MEn) (En- M) + bv ( ~ -ME"- 2m~) 

+bvr M-1 [t m~'- +E;m~'-_[_Mm,"(M-3En)]+b1M-2 [2m~m~-2E~m~ +(~- MEr:J(2MEr-:-~-£'!;,+m~)]; 

B2 = bsv mr.t -i- b5 ,- (m~- 2M£,+ M 2) M-1 + bv2(E,- M)+ bvr m1" (En- M) M- 1 -+-br4M-1 ( ~ - E7t!1j2M- MEn+ E~); 

B3 = 2bv + br (4E"M- 2m~- 2M2 ) M-2 ; C0 = -· bsm," + bsr m~'- (Er:- M) M-1 + bvm~'-- bvr m~M-1 

+ brtn[J. [ 2 (ME,- -})- £;_, + m';] M- 2; C1 =bsv + b51 m~ + bvr (En- M) M-1 + br2mr.t (M-En); 

( m M-E ) 
C2 = bvr 2M-3 • D 0 = M-1 dsv + ~" dsr + ~ dvr ; D 1 =- 2dvrM-2 • 
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Here 

dsv =- 2Im (gsg';,.- g~g~); dsr = 2Im (grg; + g~g;); dvr = --2Im (gvg~- g~g;). 

Ws=E~'-(ME"- ~)+m~(M-E,); lllsv=E~m~'-+E~'-(E,- M) m~'-+m~'- (~ -ME"-m~); 

lllsr = E~ ( ~ - 2E"+M) + E~'- {- m~ + E;;;~ + (E,- M) G~11 - E" )} + M-1 {m~ ( ~ - m~ ) +(Err- M) E"m~ } ; 

lllv = 2£! + E~ (-2M+ 2E") +E~'- {({--ME") -2m~}+ m~ (M-E,); 

lPvr = E~ M-1m~'- (£,.,- M) + E~'-M-1 {{-m~'- + E';,m~'- + Mm~'- (M- 3£")} + 1\IP {m!J.( ME,--}) (M-E")}; 

<Dr= M-2E' {4E"M -2m2 - 2M 2}+ E 2 M-14(_~-- E"t::. -ME;,+ E2 ) + E.,M-2 {2m2 m2 - 2E2 m2 
!J. , " !J. \ 2 2M , "' , " iL " !L 

+ ( ~ - ME,.)(2ME,- ~-E;+ m; l} + (M -E,)(E';, -m;)m~M-2 • 
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Excitation of hydromagnetic and magnetoacoustic waves by external currents is investigated. 
Damping of the waves as a result of conductivity and viscosity is taken into account. The in
tensity of excitation by currents is compared with the intensity of excitation by mechanical 
means. 

l. As is well known, propagation of hydromagnetic 
and magnetoacoustic waves is possible in a conduct
ing liquid located in an external magnetic field. 1 In 
the experiments of Lundquist,2 hydromagnetic waves 
were excited in liquid mercury by mechanical 
means, with the use of a rotating disk equipped 
with blades. Excitation of hydromagnetic waves 

is also possible by means of external variable cur
rents. It is therefore of interest to determine the 
intensity of the excitation of hydromagnetic waves 
by this method and to compare this intensity with 
that of the excitation of hydromagnetic waves by 
mechanical means. The present paper is devoted 
to a consideration of this problem. 


